Treacle Academy UK
Invites you to the 2019
INLPTA International NLP Trainers Training in Goa, India
January 12 to 31, 2019

Conducted by
Robert Smith (Master Trainer INLPTA & ABNLP)
Along with a host of International NLP Trainers
Liz Bailey, Sanjeev Sampath, Sagar Vishwas & Caroline Ruse

19-day Residential Training & Evaluation
at the Highland Resort, Candolim, Goa (India)
Airport transfers, accommodation and half board are all included in the price, as well as the
training, evaluation and coaching course material, lunch and refreshments on all training days
within the venue, and certification with INLPTA.
The training meets the membership requirements for INLPTA, ABNLP & ANLP-CIC

Why?

* Would you like to learn how to train people, from course design through to impactful delivery?
* Would you like to be a credible, professional, competent trainer with integrity and
internationally recognized accreditations?
* Would you like to help others be, have and do the best they can?
Then this course is for you!

What?

* 19-day residential Trainers Training
* Morning sessions spent reviewing the major NLP Practitioner and Master Practitioner topics
and practicing presentation and demonstration skills
* Afternoon sessions learning training styles and tricks of the training trade, designing the
course content as well as the room layout and how to run successful breakthrough sessions
(starting with Board Breaking / Arrow Breaking and leading to a Fire-walk breakthrough)

How?

* Be immersed in a positive, educational environment
* Learn from and be supported by international NLP Trainers and Master Trainers
* Complete the course and leave with an INLPTA certificate of achievement

So, what next?

If any of this sounds like it could be interesting to you or useful for you, or perhaps you just
want to expand your potential… then join us in sunny Goa to take the next step on your
wonderful NLP journey!

Contact Us.

Robert Smith
+44 7946 543530
robert@treacle-training.co.uk
Caroline Ruse
+44 7976 742887
caroline@turnthecornertraining.com

Early Bird: £ 3250
(For Registration before 30 Nov, 2018)
Full Price: £ 3750
(For Registrations after 30 Nov, 2018)

A Tourist Visa is required for visits to India: https://indianvisaonline.gov.in/visa/index.html#

